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The Semantics of Children’s Language
PATRICK SUPPES StanfordUniversity

1

Interest in language, especially that of children, for syntactical analysis, but as yet these tools are
has become a central concern of contemporary psy- less familiar to psycholinguists and to psychologists
chology- This interest is somewhat surprising, bein general than is the concept of a generative gramcause everyone recognizes the enormous complexity mar. Moreover, psychologists have developed a ’
of language use and language development >in the habit of listening to the latest word from linguists
child. . Inspite of a widespread recognition that on syntactical matters, and to some extent this has
there is little hope of having a complete theory of transferred to semantics. Part of my thesis is that
thesematters atany time in thenearfuture,
a while linguists have had little of interesttosay
general air of activity and in some cases of optimism about semantics, there is a deep and conceptually
prevailsabout the progress being made.For
ex- rich tradition in logic and philosophy that can be
ample, it is now possible tocite a fairlylarge
used for the semantical analysis of children’s speech
number of references in the literature on almost any and that can provide a body of methods and conaspect of language development in the child, rang- cepts appropriate to the task. I t is not my objecing from phonology to semantic comprehension, tive tobe
controversial and dialecticalinthis
with probably the largest number of studies being lecture, but I want to emphasize from the beginning
on the syntactical or grammatical development of my conviction that when i t comes to semantical
children’s language. I t is surelyinthisareathat
matters, the tradition of model-theoretic semantics
themost progress has been made over thepast
that originated with Frege (1879) in the nineteenth
decade or decade and a half.
century is the serious intellectual
tradition
of
I have been involved in several such grammatical semantical analysis, andtherecent
offshoots by
studies myself (Suppes, 1970; Suppes,Smith,
& linguists, to alargeextent conceived inignorance
Léveillé, 1972)’ and I believe in the intrinsic merit of this long tradition,have little to offer in
comof the diversified work that isgoing on all over parison.
theworld. On the otherhand, I do feel that too
great an emphasis has been placed on grammar or
Logical Tradition
syntax, and too little on semantics.
I want to try
to help redress the balance by making the case for The tradition I identify as beginning with F r e g e
anintensivestudy
of thesemantics of children’s although it has an informal history that runs back
speech. I shall be especially concerned to argue a t least to Aristotle-is concerned with providing a
thatthereare
as manyconceptual and technica1 precise and explicit analysis of the meaning of an
tools available for semantical analysis as there are utterance. This is nottheplace to give a history
of these developments, but I do want to sketch the
1 This article was delivered asa
Distinguished Gcientific central concepts thatareparticularlyrelevantto
Contribution Award address presented a t the meeting of
the analysis of children’s language. I t came to be
the American -Psychological Association, Montreal, Canada,
recognized
fairly early that one way to analyze the
August 1973
The research reported here draws
upon
collaborative
meaning of anutterance is to state underwhat
work
with
a
number of younger associates, especially
conditions the utterance is satisfied. I n the case of
Elizabeth M. Gammon, Madeleine Léveillé, FreemanRawdeclarative
sentences, this amounts to giving truth
son, Robert L. Smith, Jr., andPeter Wu. The workhas
been supported in part by National Science Foundation
conditions; in the case of questions, conditions on
Grant NSFGJ-443X and in part by Office of N,aval Rea correct answer; and in the caseof commandz, consearch Icontract ONR N0014-67-A-00112-0049 toStanford
ditions on a response that satisfies the command.
University .
Requests for reprints should be sent toPatrick Suppes,
Perhaps the most important step after Frege was
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences,
the
explicit analysis of theconcept
of truth by
Ventura Hall, Stanford University, Stanford, ,California
Tarski ( 1935 j in his celebrated monograph. Tar94305.
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tuitive understanding in both
cases of what satisfaction of the command is and what the appropriate state of affairs would be in which either cornmand would make sense with its satisfaction being
describable in relatively simple terms.
To make these intuitions explicit is much. easier
in the case of elementary formal languages. Their
Adj: B
N: C
syntax is restricted to sentential connectives, predicates, variables, the universal and existential quantifiers, andparenthesesforpunctuation.
A model
for a sentence of such an elementary formal language consists just of a nonempty domain, a subset
of that domainforeach
one-place predicate, a
binary relation for each two-place predicate, a n d SO
forth. A simple, but explicit,formaldefinition
of
what it means for a sentence to be satisfied i n such
block: B
cots: c
a model is then easy to give.
Figure 1. Semantic treeforthe
Englishnoun
Once a concept of a model is introduced for all
phrase black cats.
elementaryformal
language, the most important
semantical
relation
between sentences, that of
ski’s analysis of the concept of truth is restricted to logical consequence, is easily defined. One senformal languages, and much of the development of tence of the language is a logical consequenceof
semanticsin logic andphilosophy since the 1930s a second just when the first sentence is satisfied in
has been concerned with formal languages. No any model in which the second is satisfied.
doubt the preponderance of emphasis onformal
Direct application of these ideas to a child’s lanlanguages has put off deeper perusal of these mat- guage encounters a t least three sorts of difficulties.
ters by psycholinguists who might ’otherwise be at- First,thesyntax
of the child’s languageismore
tracted to the theoretical developments. What has complicated thanthat
of elementary formallancome tobe called thetheory of models in logic, guages, even in the case of a child between the age
which isreallythesemanticaltheory
of formal of two andthreeyears.
Second, theidea of conlanguages, has been relatively inaccessible to outsidering any model of a child’s utterance seems on
siders until fairly recently.
occasion toobroadandleadstoanotion
of conAs I have already indicated, it is my contention sequence that seems too general. Third,the senthat the concepts developed in this logical tradition tences of an elementary formal language are selfare of central relevance tothesemantics
of chil- contained in their meaning relative to a model that
dren’s language. I want to sketch why I think this
can be easily described. In the case of much of
is so, but also to emphasize that I do not claim a child’s speech there is a vagueness of context and
that all the intellectual problems that must be faced a t the same time an apparent high dependency on
in giving an adequatetheory of the semantics of context that is not easily dealt with by any explicit
children’s language can be solved by any simple notion of model. I wanttosay
something about
anddirectapplication
of the concepts taken from each of these difficulties in turn.
the logical theory of models. I shall have more to
say about this later.
Semantics of Context-Free Grammars
The basic semantica1 notion is that of a sentence
or a collection of sentences being satisfied in a The approach to the first problem of syntax is to
model. The intuitive idea of suchsatisfactionis
restrictinitialanalysis
to that part of the child’s
close to the intuitive concept of truth.
language for which a context-free grammar can be
Thus, when Nina (one of the children I shall be written. The semantics of such context-freelanquoting extensively in this article) says “Bring me guages or context-freefragmentsthenconsists
essome more candy canes,” the semantics of satisfac- sentially of two parts. The first part is the astion of that command is, it seems to me, as straight- signment of adenotation to individual words or
forward as satisfaction of the simple mathematical phrasesoccurringin
the child’s speech. Inmany
command “Add 5 and 7.” We all have a clear in- instances,thisassignment
of denotationwouldof
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course vary from one context of use to another, but
this variation merely corresponds to using different
models on differentoccasions.
Thus, when Nina
says “Get big ball,” we assign the denotation of a
certain two-place relation to get, we assign the set
of balls in the immediate environment as the denotation of the word baZZ, and we assign a denotation to the adjective big that is not simply the set
of big things in the environment, but something
more complicated that I shall discuss later in a
more detailed consideration of adjectives.
The second part of the semantics is to provide
rules forputtingthe
individual denotations together in a way that fits hand and glove with the
syntactic structure of the utterance by assigning a
semantic function for combining denotations to each
production rule of the grammar. This may sound
somewhat abstract and complex, but the intuitive
idea is simple,as may be illustrated in someexamples drawn from a second corpus, a group of sixyear-old black children talking to each other (these
children were born and live in Southern California)
One of the children said “Black cats couldclimb
up a ladder.’’ Let us look at thesubject noun
phrase black cats. Our grammar for noun phrases
contains the production rule NP -+ Adj N. As
shown in the tree in Figure 1, the semantic rule attached tothe grammatical rule is simply that of
intersection forthissimple
noun phrase. On the
left-hand side of eachnodeweshow
either a terminal word or a grammatical category, and to the
right of the colon in each node, the denotation of
that node. Thus, in the present case the denotation

NP:

Adj: H

H

~

M

N: M

I

hongL: H

-mao2yi4 :

M

Figure 3. Semantic tree for the Mandarin noun
phrase hong2 ma02y i l .

of black is the set B of blackthings, and the denotation of cats is the set C of cats. Using the
semantic rule of intersection, we see that the denotation of NP as shownin the tree is simply
B nC.
A French sample of a similar sort,takenfrom
the corpus of Philippe, a young Parisian child, indicates that the semantic tree for a noun phrase
looks very similar, even when the adjective follows
the noun, due to the fact that intersection of sets
is commutative (see Figure 2). In the simple case
under consideration, similar semantic trees can be
found in languages quite diff erent from English.
Here is an example drawn from the spoken speech
of Lingling, a two-year-old child whose language is
Mandarin and who lives in Taiwan. The semantic
tree for hong2 mao2yil (red sweater) is shown in
Figure 3.2
The three examples I have given are exceedingly
simple. It is no triumph for any theory to be able
to give an analysis of them. On the other hand, it
Ad j : Rappropriate
not is
here to undertake
a
full-scale
systematic analysis of the speech of any of the
children referred to. Extensive technical reports
already exist for several of the corpora, and some
of theanalysis is so detailed and massive that I
wonder if the reports will have any readers besides
the
authors
themselves (Smith, 1972; Suppes,
1971 ; Suppes & Gammon, 1973; Suppes, Smith, 81
Léveillé, 1972).

+
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N: Y

-crayon :
Figure

rougg:

Y

Semantic tree for the French

phrase crayon rouge.

R

2 Examplesdrawn
from theLingling corpus are written
pinjin
in notation
sor
Mandarin with tones
indicated
by
i& ?iüMerak 1 4 h makï2 PGSSibk hí3ï DïÛCESSiïìg Gf
computer
output.
input and
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To provide illustrations that I think are suggestive of the direction taken by the full-scale analysis,
I would like to consider four topics: the definite
article, adjectives, quantifiers,-and the expression of
propositional attitudes in children’s speech.
THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

In English the definite article is not used at the
very beginning of connected speech by young children, but it does appear early. In the case of Nina,
shortly after she was two years old frequent uses
arefound: the little boat, the little baby,
I want
the next page, I don’t want the finger, I want the
lion.
The use of the definite article is even more common in spoken French/at the age of two or shortly
thereafter. Here are some of Philippe’s examples:
paschercherlesvoitures,
dans la main, tom66 le
nours, la voiture, va chercher l’avion, tombé sur la
bête, de Peau, plein sur la cuisse, mangé le yaourt,
Ze train, Ze métro, la valise, les chaussons
Z&, ckercher les livres, faire de la musique sur le nôtre.
Because there is no exact equivalent of the definite article in spoken Mandarin,
I shall only considerthesemantics
of EnglishandFrench.
This
does not mean that there is no way of giving definite descriptions in Chinese; rather, it means that
different semantica1 andsyntacticalmethods
are
used.
There is a familiar story in logic and philosophy
about the analysis of definite descriptions and the
introductioninto formal logic of an explicit notation for the definite dèscriptianoperator.One
of
the classics of twentieth-century philosophy is
Bertrand Russell’s (1905) famous article on definite
descriptions in which he shows how suchdescriptions can be eliminated in favor of more primitive
logical concepts. His classic example is
“The
presentking of France is bald.”Foranalyzing
children’s speech or the informal talk of adults, the
kind of analysis provided by Russell and the subsequent logical literature on definitedescriptions
does not seem to provideexactlytheright
approach, because the objective of the kind of analysis that deals directly with thé spoken language is,
as I have indicated, to provide a semantics that fits
hand and glove with the syntax.
For thispurpose, I havefound
that in many
cases, but perhapsnotall,
it is useful to letthe
definite article the in English (and usually the corresponding definite article in French, for example)
denote a set C that is the union of the set of ob106 * FEBRUARY
1974
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jects in the perceptualsurround withthe set of
objects denoted by phrases in immediately
precedingsentencesintheconversation,
and in some
cases, also the set of objects denoted by images or
symbolic storage in long-term memory. Thus, when
Nina said, “I want the lion,” the set C denoted by
t h e is intersected with the set of lions both real and
toy,and
if everythingisin
good order,the set
intersection consists of auniqueobject.
Theset
C as I have described i t might in some cases be too
large and thus the intersection would be too large.
One device by which we can narrow the set C is to
use <asequence ofsets Ci witheachelement
of
the sequence being contained in the preceding member. The C that is appropriate in a givencase is
the first one that leads to a unique object when intersected with the set denoted
by the remainder of
t h e n o m phrase. Withoutenteringintotechnical
details, I do want to remark that in the case of the
definitearticlethecorrect
semanticfunctionfor
the production rule is not simply intersection, but
intersectiononly in the case when everything is
normal. When it is not, some Fregean or Russellian
device is used. Obviously, also, the analysis must
change when the definite article isusedwith
a
plural noun phrase, as when Nina says “I want the
big boxes.” In this case, thesemanticfunction
places a different cardinalityrequirement.
Rather
than a unique object in the intersection there must
be at least two objects for the normal meaning t o
go through.
Whether the explicit decision is taken to let the
definite description denote when the proper number
of objects is not found in the intersection is really
a technical decision and notanimportant
conceptual one. One alternative is to treat the phrase
as meaningless and nondenoting, and another is to
introduce some arbitrary abstract object as Frege
suggested. What is interesting is that the decision
here is about as arbitrary and conventional as i t is
in the case of highly formalized languages, for example, as ina formalized languageforaxiomatic
set theory.
To give you a crude idea of how the set C works,
in the analysis of the spoken language of the SouthernCalifornia black children I mentionedearlier,
Elizabeth Gammon and I looked at the 4,300 noun
phrasesinthe
corpus (Suppes & Gammon, 1973).
I t was ourapproximatejudgment
after we examinedthe 265 uses of thedefinite article that in
126 cases the set C could be restricted to the perceptualsurround.
I n 99 cases theset C could be
restrictedto objects denoted in immediatelypre-
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blanket; little green table; Mrs. Wood’s little green
ceding sentences, and in 28 cases familiarobjects
like the moon, whose image or symbolic description chair; that’s yellow little yellow house; where’s the
one?; where’s themorelittlegreen
was stored in long-term memory, seemed appropri- littletiny
ate. I n 12 cases the object referredto seemed to chairs?; where’s the little greelz chair fall down?;
yup, that’s m y little washing machine like you have
be in the mind of the speaker alone, and there was
a washing machine downstairs.
no easy extraction of the appropriate set C.
I n the case of standard spoken French, theproper
To give a sense of the frequency of occurrence of
order is theadjective of size precedingthe noun,
the definite article in the case of Nina, her speech
recorded periodically from the age of 23 months to which is followed by the adjective of classification.
39 months,with a corpus consisting of 102,230 Hereare a few samples from Philippe’s speech:
o& il est ‘le
tokens, contains 4,144 occurrences of the. Thus, a cherchez deux petitescabinesbleues;
Petit
filet
jaune?;
une
petite
vitre
carrée;
une petite
requirement of any systematic semantics of Nina’s
fenêtve
ronde;
après
il
a
mangé
le
petit
chaperon
speech ìs to provide an analysis of thedefinite
rouge; et u1z petitneznoh;lepetitbitonniau
article.
blanc; les petits bouts ronds 16; le petit bitonniau
I n the case of Philippe’s spokenFrench,running from the age of 2 5 months to 3 9 months, blanc o 3 il est?; la voiture elle fait tomber la petite
there are 56,982 tokens: le occurs 1,641 times; la, machine verte; c’est quoi ces petits bouts ronds?;
c’est quoi ces petitsboutsronds
Lì?; tu vois les
1,457; l, 619; and les, 7 7 7 times.
petits points jaunes?; tu veuxun petit raisin skqud?
Of course, the semantics of thedemonstrative
des petites cabines
adjectives is very close to the semantics of the defi- (pour sec) ; maisjeprkpare
bleues.
nite article. I shall not consider the ways in which
Inthe case of Einglìng’s Mandarin, the word
we think they should be given a somewhat different
orderissimilar
to that of English; that is, the
semantics from that of the definite‘ article to indicate continuing focus (this in English) or change of adjective of size or of some other characteristic of
focus ( t h a t ) . Inthe case of Nina, there are 2,075 variable intensity precedes the simple adjective of
occurrences of that, 1,497 occurrences of this, 246 classification. Again, as in the case of Philippe, I
occurrences of these, and 341 occurrences of those. havenotattemptedtopresent
a full listing, but
only to give some samples: x2’ao3 zhenl wang2zio
(small real prince), xiao3zhenl lao3shu3 (small
SEMANTICS OF ADJECTIVES
real rat), Xia03 ai3 ren2 (small short man 1, xiao.3’
I turn now to some semantic subtleties involved in bai2 tu4 (smallwhite rabbit), da4 bai2 e2 (big
the use of adjectives. Nativespeakers of English white goose), da4 ye3 lang2 (big wild wolf), da4
will say almost without exception big red book, mu3 jil (big female chicken),
The same regularity is exhibited almost without
little blue box, and so forth, but not red big box or
exception in the speech of the six-year-old children
blue little box. There is a good semantic explanafrom SouthernCalifornia.
What is impressive in
tion of this fixed order,and theorder isfound
theuniformitywith
almost without errorin young children’s speech these four samplecorporais
from the
very
beginning of the production af which the standard usage is reflected even in quite
phrases that use an adjective of size as well as an early stages of a child’s speech. It might be
adjective of color or some other adjective of simple argued that the problem is simpler in French. Still
classification. I n the case of Nina,thereare
370 impressive is the way in which Philippe uniformly
occurrences of big and 674 occurrences of little. puts grand or petit before the noun and adjectives
Hereareall
the instances in which eitherbig or of color like bleu or jaune after the noun.
Let me illustrate with an artificial example what
little is combined with an adjective of classification
reasonable explanation of the under(thereare other instances of intensifiers, for ex- I thinkisa
ample, great big, that I shall notexamine) : big lying semantics, and why we place the adjective of
black; and a big white one; and there Q big white variable intensity prior to the adjective of classificaone; big black seal; @ g dirty in her big mouth; tion. I n Figure 4 we see a set of dotsin the top
big tiny mousie; yeah my big blue dog; Z want the row marked G for green and R for red. If we ask
for the denotation of big dat we get the next row,
littletinybaby;littletinystones;thelittletiny
the singlelarge green dot. If we askfor the deone; and my littlesoftmonkey;
Z got thispink
little blanket (the only case of reversal of the fixed notation of the red big dot we get a nonexistent
denotation, because we first start with big dot,
order mentioned above); Z mant my littlewhite
AMERICAN
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SET OF DOTS

BIG DOT

o

T H E RED BIG DOT

RED DOT

THE BIG R E D DOT

@,

Figure 4. Denotations of various noun phrases
illustrating the order of modifying adjectives.

which is green, and then ask for red, but there is
no big dot that is red.
On the other hand, if we start the other way and
ask for the denotation of red dot, we get the two
if we askforthebig
red dotwe
reddots.Then
big andselectthe
applytheintensiveadjective
larger of the red dots.
Theideabehindthiscanbe
expressedin
abstract terms in the following way: First, we intersect the set denoted by the noun with the set denotedbytheadjective
of classification.Weorder
this set according to the ordering relation denoted
bytheadjective of intensity, in thepresent case,
the adjective big. If we are talking about the upper end of the ordering, we then select as the deobnotation of the noun phrase the single largest
ject or something close to the single largest object,
for example,asmallsubset.
I t is easytomake
all this quite precise in terms of a few mathematical symbols, but that is not my objective here.
For those whoaresomewhatuneasyaboutthe
absolute definiteness of myexample in terms of
dots,theycansubstitute
biggest for big and obtain a quiteunambiguousanalysis.Thus,
in the
second line we talk about the biggestdot, inthe
redbiggestdot,
which is mostunthirdlinethe
usualEnglish,and so forth I shouldmentionthat
I havenotanalyzedtheexampleinterms
of the
completelysemanticalIyunambiguoussuperlative,
because the use of thesuperlativeinchildren’s
language is relativelyrare. As alreadymentioned,
thereare 370 occurrences of big in the Nina cor674 occurrences of little. Incontrast,
pus
and
therearejust
five occurrences of theComparative
108
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bigger andthree
of thesuperlative biggest, and
just three of littler, none of littlest, none of srnaZler,
andone of smallest. When I havespoken of the
ambiguity of big I mean that exactly what initial
segment of the objects ordered by size
is selected
as the denotation will vary from one circumstance
toanother. I do think the analysis in the present
case that sharply differentiates the semantic funcred asoption associatedwithanadjectivelike
posed to an adjective like big is in first approximation correctandrepresents
a usefulinsightinto
thesubtleties of the use of adjectivesinEnglish.
Let me mention also that there are cases, and they
are proper cases, of usage in English in which the
order is reversed. For instance, if someone is looking a t two large chairs among a collection of chairs
is red,
andone of themisgreenandoneofthem
it is appropriatetosay,Givemethegreenbig
chair.
Furthercomplexthingsaboutthesemanticsof
adjectives
are
encountered
in children’s
speech.
For example, there are 260 occurrences of another
intheNinacorpusand
2 2 7 occurrences of other.
The semantics of these two adjectives is obviously
not ín any sense the simple intersection function.
Cardinalnumbersandtheirdifferentusagesand
positions raiseadditionalproblems,butherethere
is a longer tradition and therefore a more straightforward sense of what is correct.
As fascinating as these further details about adto giveasurvey
I move
jectives can be,inorder
of quantifiers, which can be
on tothespecialcase
treated
as
adjectives,
but
in nly own analysis
should not be.
QUANTIFIERS

To keep the story simple I restrict myself only to
the classical quantifiers all and some. Andhere is
Ninaather
classicaI best - all colors,all of t h e y
gonna go zn here; all the animals did, all the ducklings going totheCalifornia;alltheseandthese
mommy I need all t h e
children
are
gonna
eat;
pieces cut; and l got some lambs; and I w a n t s o m e
some
people, and I m a d e some pancakes;and
snakes wese wrapped u p together,
I t is mycontentionthatthemeaning
of some
and all in theseexamplesfromNina’sspeech
is
almostwithoutchangethesameasin
classical
mathematical language when we say AZ1 even numbersaredivisible
b y two or Some psime numbers
are twinprimes, orasanotherparallelfromthe
classical examples of Aristotle: .4Zl men are mortal,

,

~-

S o m e men aretall. At the age of 30 months Nina
plicity, but for working purposes the canonical
use
washandlingquantifierswithbeautifulprecision.
ofquantifiers is all t h e xs, not all xs. Thishas
Compare this fact. I t was not until 1879, upon the
been too little remarked upon in logical theory, but
publication of Frege’s BegTiflschrift, that an explicit is evident enough in Kina’s speech.
theory of quantlfiers was formulatedToday,the
One final remark is needed on Nina’s use of d l
theory of quantification, in the sense of the theory
and sonle I havenotcoveredthemanydifferent
of the universal and existential quantifiers, is taken uses of these words as adverbs or parts of adverbial
tobe a t theheart of generallogic.
I haveeven
phrases,but in relativefrequencythese
uses are
heardonepaperbyaphilosopherinwhichthe
ascommonasthedirectuseasquantifiers.
I n altheory of predication and quantifiers was taken to
mostallcases,however,thesemanticalfunction
of human of the words is similar to their straight function as
be the most distinguishing characteristic
asopposedtononhuman,animalthinking.
I a m quantifiers. I havedeliberatelyavoideddefining
pleased to report that Nina and other children like
explicitly the semantic functions associated with the
her seem to have these matters under
good control productionrulesbywhichquantifiersareintroat a very early age
I thinkthesubject
is unmanduced,notbecause
Thereare two aspects of Nina’s use ofquantiageable,
but
because
the
expliclt
treatment
is
of the use of rathertechnical.Atleast
fiersthat 1 thinkarerepresentative
I do not yet understand
a largenumber of children,butwhjchreceiveno
how to presentit in a waythat is nottechnical.
treatment in Aristotle and very little in the logical
Thesemantics is simplest in myjudgmentwhen
tradition from Frege onward.
quantifiersenteratahigh
level inthederivation
The first is that both the existential and univertree,andnotatthelevel
of adjectivesthatare
sal quantifiers, but especially the existential quanpart of noun phrases.
tifier, occur more in object position than in subject
position.
The
object
position
for
quantifiers
is PROPOSITIONAL ATTITUDES
especially natural in stating conmands or expressingwants or needs, andit is exactlythelogic
of There is animportantandfundamentaldistinctionin logic that is notneededfortheclassical
suchstatementsthathasbeenignoreduntilre,If mathematics,
development of thefoundations
cently in the development of explicit logical theory.
but that is essential for obvious distinctions in the
Threeexamplesthathavenotyetbeencited,but
use of ordinarylanguage.Thisisthedistinction
that would be typical of Nina’s use of the existenis purelyextensionaland
tialquantifier in objectpositionwould
be these: betweenlanguagethat
is intensional. T h e most obvious
I want some dzaper pins; I wzll getsome blocks; languagethat
wayinwhichlanguageis
used intensionallyisin
I wont some more f o p .
theexpression of necessity,possibility,orproposiThe second point is that the universal quantifier
tionalattitudes.Examples
of the
expression
of
is so often used inconjunctionwiththedefinite
propositional attitudes are statements about beliefs,
article.There
is akind of concretenessandcontextualism about this, which is especially reinforced needs,wants,expectations,orfears.Theyareexpressed by a ,wide variety of verbs in every natural
b y the earlier analysis given of the definite article,
thatmakes this thenaturalwaytotalk,rather
language.
Because of the importance and interest
in these
thanusingtheuniversalquantifier
in unrestricted
form. Thus when Ninasays all t h e animals did, matters in any complete analysis of the semantics
she is referring to the toy animals i n the immediate of natural language, let me give one example that
is classical in thephilosophicalliterature,but
is
context,andthedefinitearticle
t h e makesthat
of
of remarkapplies
to her notdirectlypertinenttoNina’sspeechorthat
clearThesamekind
otherchildrenherage.
T h e exampleconcernsthe
statementabout all theducklingsAnexamplein
non-truth-functional or nonextensional character of
which she may use a demonstrative adjective rather
thanthedefinitearticle
is this: .dl1 thesc clothes belief statements.Thus,fromknowingthatthe
statement T h e e a d z is f i a t isfalse,wecaninfer
are getting of. The force of thedefinitearticle
neither the truth nor falsity
of the statement J o h n
orthedemonstrativeadjective
is torestrictthe
is f l a t . Similarly,
Jonesbelievesthattheearth
universalquantification
to thecontextualsetat
from the truth of the statement T h e SUTZ islarger
is wherearestrictionproperlybehand,andthis
t h a n f h e earth we caninferneitherthetruthnor
longsArlstotle’s
or Frege’s unrestricteduniversal
quantifier can be defended in terms of logical sim- the falsity of the statement JristotZe believed that
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t h e sun waslarger than theearth. I have no di- the richest man in town, he will turn out to be a
rect analogues to these examplesinthespeech
of Republican,
Nina, because no form of theverb believe orthe
I have examined Nina’s use of w a n t for the same
noun belief occursin ourextensivesample
of her kind of ambiguity.It
exists withtheindefinite
speech. As you would alsoexpect,thereare
no article, but so far as T can see not with the definite
instances of statements of possibilityornecessity.
article.HereareseveralexampleswiththeinThere are, however, numerous instances of the ex- definite article: Do y o u w a n t a pink balloon?; her
pression of propositionalattitudes,
especially ex- don’t want a cup; her want a blanket O K ; I don’t
pressions of wants or needs, and there are many ex- want a jersey on; I want a toy. I n all these cases,
pressions of because or -cause.
asHintikkarightlyremarkedin
his own analysis
T h e case of thevariousforms
of w a n t , for ex- of a different range of examples, additional factual
ample, uanna, is striking. Of thelargecorpus of information,in our casethekind
of information
over100,000
words, somewhatover
1% are oc- available in the corpus from preceding sentences or
currences of some form of want (Ulan/, 883 ; wanna, comments on thesituation,makesclearwhether
359; wants, 40; wanted, 6 ) .
the usage is attributive or referential.
One useful distinction in the use of termsor
The question of theoretical interest is what uninoun phrases in the
expression of propositional atform accountsemantically is tobe given of these
is matters
titudesoccursalready
in Nina’sspeechThis
For
example,
can
the
kind
of model
thedistinction between attributiveandreferential
theory
characteristic
of elementary
formal
lanuse of terms,adistinctionalready
recognized by guages, which are normally extensional, be extended
medieval logicians who characterized the referential tothekind
of languageexpressingpropositional
reading as giving us a statement de re as opposed attitudesasfound
If I h a d
in Nina’sspeech?
to the attributive reading which yields a statement
asked this
question
30 years
ago,
the
answer
de dicto. Both
attributive
and
referential
uses would almostcertainlyhavebeenpessimisticand
occur in the Nina corpus. Here are some examples rathernegative,becausethesemantics
of modal
of attributive uses: H e don’t want a Band-aid on; conceptsorpropositionalattitudeshadscarcely
I want mzlk; I want some more toys; I want anbeen developed.Fortunately,an-intenseconcern
of with these matters within
otherstory O K ; andherearesomeexamples
logic proper in the past
the referential use: I want the next page (the next
three decades has created a considerable logical appage, of course, having a definite reference or denoparatus, and a deep understanding of the semantitation) ; I want thzs (with this havingreference
cal
problems
involved
has
developed I n saying
to a particular object in the environment) ; I w a n t this I do not mean to suggest that
all theconcepdress (wherethephrase her tual problen~s are solved or that the application of
hertoweartheblue
to wear t h e blue dress refers to a definite concrete
currenttheoryto
children’s speech is simpleor
act).
straightforward. I do mean to suggestthatmany
I n theesanlples I have cited there seems to be powerfulandsubtlemethodsareavailableand
little ambiguity between attributive and referential can be applied.
use of the noun phrases in objectposition. I n the
The mostimportanttheoreticalpoint
in these
philosophical literature on these matters there has
developments is that the semantics of sentences exbeen considerablediscussion of the kinds of exam- pressing propositional aLtitudes can be given a preples that do give rise to ambiguity. A typical in- cise treatment in terms
of theconcept of a set of
stance would be: Johnwantstomarry
a French possible worlds.
girl. Given only thissentence,it
is ambiguous
To illustrate the idea of a set of possible worlds,
whetherthe
reference is tosomeoneparticular
let me firstconsidersome classicalmodal concepts
girl or whether John is looking for a wife, does not before turningtoNina’s
speech If I say“It is
haveadefinite
person in mind, butwantsher
to possible that i t will raintomorrow,”thenthesebe a woman who is FrenchSuchexamplescan
mantics of thisstatement is thatthere is a posalso occur withthe use of thedefinitearticleas
sible world in whichit will raintomorrow.
If on
well as theindefinitearticleForexample,Hinthe other hand I say “It is necessary that an obtikka(1973) cited “John believes thattherichest
jectthat is red is colored,”then I mean thatin
man in town is aRepublican.”
It is ambiguous every possible world this state of affairs must hold.
On the other hand, if I say “Tt is contingently true
whetherJohnhas
in mind someparticularindimore than 90
vidual or simply believes ittruethat
whoever is thatBertrandRusselllivedtobe
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yearsold,” I mean that in some possible worlds
this assertion would be true and in others it would
be false. When Nina says “I don’twantajersey
on,’’ oneinterpretation of the semantics of this is
that there is a possibleworld in which Nina does
not p u t a jersey on, and it is in this world that she
wants to be. (When I say“one world,’’ I mean
usually a set of worlds having this characteristic.)
In general when Nina says “I want X,” the semanticscan begiven a precise interpretation in
terms of her desire for the actual world to be
drawnfroma
certain set of possible worlds, and
she isasking for actions that will make this take
place.
( A technical remark is in order about these matters. A tradition exists in the logical and philosophicalliteraturethat
defines a proposition as a
function from possible worlds to truth values.
This, for example, was the definition preferred by
the late Richard Montague. On the basis of this
kind of analysis, wewould say that Nina’s statement of a want or need expresses a proposition that
is a function from possible worlds in which the
want is satisfied to truth values. Forvariousreasons, I do not like this analysis. Fbr instance, one
of the ,difficulties of Montague’s view is that any
two logically equivalent sentences express exactly
the same proposition. Rather, I preferthat
the
structural characteristics of a sentence be an integral part of its expression of meaning. The identification of an utterance expressing awantwith
thefunction
mappingpossible worlds into truth
values ignores the grammatical structure of the utterance. On the other hand, I emphasize that in
thesemantic analysis of such utterances expressing wantsthe
simple theory of denotation discussed earlier is not satisfactory, and a more complicatedtheory building on the theory of possible
worlds is required. For example, once we pass
from asingle fixedworld
or model to a set of
models or worlds, simple adjectiveslike
red no
longer denote a set, but at
the very least a set in
each possible world or, putanotherway,afunction that isa mappingfrom possible worlds into
sets of objects in that world, in each case theset
of objects being the set of red objects in that
world.)
At this point many of you may feel that I have
pulled you a long way from psychological questions
to philosophical questions that seem to have little
relevance to Nina’s thoughts, actions,andlanguage. I wish to urgeupon you the thesis that
thisis
not a t all the case. Psychologists have

mainly ignored the complexities andsubtleties of
the expression of propositional attitudes by young
children even a t theirearliest stages. There may
be a simpler way of giving a full-scale analysis of
thesematters, but if there is, it is not known to
me, and it is certainly not widely available in the
current relevant literature on these matters. What
I have hoped to convince you of, and I thinkin
the limited spaceavailable I have not been able
to do thejobadequately,isthatalreadyahost
of methods andsubtle distinctions are available,
which we may effectively use for a betterunderstanding of the explicitsemantics
of children’s
speech. What I have tried to make evident in my
discussion of propositional attitudes isthis:Even
from the very beginning of a child’s speech, in the
age fromtwo to three years, the
whole battery of
semantical problems associated with propositional
attitudes,aset
of problems among the most subtle in current semantical theory, arise in providing
a detailed and accurate theory of children’s speech.

Consequence and Paraphrase
In my introductoryremarks I mentioned the desirabilityofchangingthe
classical logical notion
of consequence, and I now turn to this topic. I n
order to give the discussion a focus, I shall relate
my remarks about logical consequence and a wider
concept of consequence to psycholinguistic discussions ofparaphraseand
how problems of paraphrase arise in theanalysis
of thesemantics of
children’s speech.
Frege’s definition of paraphrase is that two sentences are paraphrases of each other just when they
have the same logical consequences. If we use the
characterization of propositionsstated above, that
is, a proposition is a function from possible worlds
to truth values, then we may also characterize in
equivalent fashion twosentencesas
being paraphrases of each otherjust when they express the
sameproposition. I t issurprising to find this semantical characterization of paraphrase essentially
unreferred to inthe
psycholinguistics studies on
the paraphrasing ability of children or adults.
For example, in the careful and extensive study
of Gleitman andGleitman
( 1970), paraphrase is
characterized as a notion that is properly thought
of as a part of generative grammars, but this seems
to me a clear error. Gleitmanand Gleitman emphasized thattransformations
of asentence
can
express paraphrases, but in the standard semantical
Fregean sense, two sentences that have totally un-

.
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related derivational histories can be logical paraphrases of each other. In practice, moreover, what
is used in experimental- tests of paraphrasing ability is .really a semantic and not a syntactic criterion. The explicit use of model-theoretic semantics would put the experimental studies in this area
on a sounder conceptual basis.
Nevertheless, I thinkthere is adequateground
for changing the Fregean definition, which is too
stringent. When Nina says things thatare ungrammatical to our adult ears, it is usuallyeasy
for us to paraphrase what she has said, even without knowledge of the context. Consider the following: No, I wanna go to whatthat thing and
see if I’m tall; no more presents he doesn’t give
me; now let me try other Rachel’s sunsuit, mommy;
I feel better my dia9er rash. On the other hand,
the following sentence of Nina’s mightpresent
some difficulty even within context: I want to save
this on with the same time.
In paraphrasing Nina’s speech or someone else’s,
we almost always assume without question certain
background information and knowledge that is
not included in Frege’s strict definition of paraphrase in terms of logical consequence. As I mentioned earlier, within model-theoretic semantics it
is easy to give acharacterization of logical consequence; namely, one sentence is a logical consequence of another if the first sentence is satisfied
in any model in which the second is satisfied. I n
other words, we consider all possiblemodels. But,
we can get a less strict notion of consequence by
reducing the set of possible models to some smaller
set in which basic intuitive knowledge is held
rigid across all the models in theset.
Two sentences can then be said to be paraphrases relative
to this reduced set of models if they both are satisfiedin
exactlythe same models of the reduced
subset.
This reduced notion of consequence, which I
shall call R-consequence, hasother uses thanin
the treatment of paraphrase. It is also theappropriate concept, in my judgment, for the analysis
of questionsand answers in children’s speech. I n
the age range I have been mainly discussing, children primarily answer questions by adults, and it
is only a year or so later that the tables are turned
and they begin asking the questions and expecting
answers. Forthisearlystage
of answers or the
laterstage of questions, the concept of R-consequence provides the proper concept for characterizing semantically correct answers to aquestion.
(Notice that I do not say the semantically correct
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answer, because in general any one of an indefinite
number of paraphrases will be accepted as correct.) I return to the importance of questions and
answers in children’s speech when I discuss problems of verification.
I conclude this article with a discussion of three
types of problems: problemsofcontext, problems
of process, and problems of verification.

Problems of Context
When Nina says “I need some more” or “I want
sometoo,” it is clear that a full semantica1 account of these utterances is dependent on the context of utterance. This dependence on context is
characteristic not only of children’s speech, but of
much casual adult talk as well. It stands in sharp
contrast to sentence tokens of aformal language
thatare self-contained and timeless incharacter,
or even to mathematical statements or other scientific statements in ordinary languagein
formal
textbook or treatise mode. The way in which the
kind of model-theoretic semantics I amadvocating can be extended to cover such matters of context has already been indicated in the treatment
described for definite articles. I see nothing standing in the way of similar extensions to other problems of interpretation, as in the case of the two
examples just cited.
On theotherhand,elaborationof
thecontext
to give an adequate account of what Nina was perceiving or remembering a t the time she was speaking is to extend in quitesubstantialwaysthe
framework of classical semantics to include concepts and requirements that have been investigated
in all their complexity for many years by psychologists, Putting together what we know aboutremembering and perceiving with the kindof
semantic structure for language I haveoutlined is
a formidable theoretical taskthat has yet hardly
begun. I t seemstome,
however, that thisis the
direction in which we should try to take account
of context and, in the doing, build a much richer
psychological model of Nina’s and other children’s
language behavior.

Problems of Process

~

Building such a model of remembering andperceiving takes us at once tothe consideration ob
process. A proper criticism of the semantic theory I have outlined isthat thereare no serious
considerations of processing. There is no temporal
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analysis of the machinery children or adults use
for semantic processing of sentences they speak or
hear.
This absence of an explicit analysis of process
has been brought hometo me in a salient way in
Some of our own research a t StanfordUniversity
in thepast year or so. Inattemptingto
understand these problems of process and howmodeltheoretic semantics can be applied to theactual
production of speech, we have turned to the problem of implementing an ongoing question-answering
system for our computer system.Wehave
chosen
a domainthathas
no requirements of context,
namely, elementary mathematical language-with
an emphasis on thenatural languageandnot
on
the eJementary mathematics. But evenhere
we
have found thatsubstantialtheoretical
extensions
havehad to be made to themodel-theoretic semantics. as described here or as found in the standard logical literature in order to have a workable
computer program foractualquestion
answering.
My younger colleagues, Robert L. Smith and Freeman Rawson, have now advanced this analysis of
processafair distance (see Rawson, 1973). Space
doesnot
permit me to compare this work with
earlier work by William Wood, Terence Winograd,
or other computer scientists concerned with cresting computer programs of a similar sort.
One way of describing the situation is similar to
what I said about the problem of context. I t is
notthat
model-theoretical semanticsas
such is
wrong, but rather that it has to be extended in order to obtain a working model. Just as atheory
of remembering and perceiving must be built into
an adequate model of a child in order to give a full
account of his speaking and listening, so the modeltheoretic semantics of even so definite a subject as
elementary mathematics must be extended to fixed
and definite dynamic ideas aboutthe
orderin
which functions are called, the precedent procedure
for processing of given functions, and in general,
the many kinds of considerations that enterinto
the construction of a compiler orinterpreter for
a computer language.

Problems o) Verification
j

As in psychological theorizing and experimenta-

tion in all areas, it is seldom the case that we can
construct a theory that is adequate to account for
all aspects of the psychological process under investigation.
This
widespread fact of theoretical
incompleteness doubly holds for
phenomena
as

.
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complex asthose of language. Withoutproviding
a full theory of remembering, perceiving, or internal processing we can stillask for empirical tests
or verification of theoretical concepts such as those
of model-theoretic semantics that I have been discussing.
What must be faced is that the verification of a
semantictheoryis
more difficult and less direct
thanthe verification of grammaticaltheory.
For
instance, if one writesagrammarfor
the corpus
of a child’s speech, it is possible in a direct way to
say what percentage of the utterances in the corpus
thegrammar parses,and if probabilisticcriteria
are imposed additionally how well it generates utteranceswithapproximatelythesamefrequency
as thefrequencies observed in the corpus. Verification thatthe denotations assigned toterminal
words orthesemanticfunctions
assigned toproduction rules of the grammar are correctis not
amenable to suchstraightforwardanddirect
attack. It is of course the case that in testing any
theory there are areas
of intuitivejudgment that
cannot be reduced to a formal algorithm of verification, andinmany
cases thesemanticanalysis
given of theutterancesof
young children by the
kindof
apparatus I have described can receive
widespread intuitive agreementas to thecorrectness ofthe
analysis. All thesame,thecentral
problem of verification is a subtle one and is not
easilyhandled.
For example, in hisdissertation,
Robert L. Smith (1972) gave an extensive semantic analysis of the corpus of Erica. TheErica
corpus consists of 27,922 words. Erica was about
32 months old at the time the corpus was collected
andthus fitswithintherange
of thecorpora of
Nina,Philippe,
and Lingling. Smithhas written
a completely systematic model-theoretic semantics
for Erica,assigningasemanticfunction
to each
production rule of the generative grammar he also
wrotefor the corpus.. The totalsystem is complex and difficult to comprehend in any simple way.
The problem arises of how to test in a systematic
way that his semantica1 analysisiscorrect.
Intuition can be tested on each rule, but it is a strain
on theviability of intuition when the number of
rulesislarge
and some ofthem are complex. So
far as I can see, we have at thepresenttime
no
directway totestthe
correctness of such a systematic semantics. It is a genuine theoretical construction,and we must use classical methodsof
indirect analysis to test its validity. The difficulty
of providing such a direct test is one of the reasons
we have been involved in writing
a
question-
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answering computer program for elementary mathematical questions and commands, because the
intuitive agreement and understanding of such
questionsand commands is absolutely sharpand
objective in character, and so the correctness of
the underlying semantics is subject to a universally
agreed upon test. To some extent,thissameapproach can be extended to the corpus of speech of
a young child when the adult speech is recorded as
well, for the question-answering pairs can be analyzed in similar fashion, and in many cases a
highly objective criterion is possible for evaluating
the semantic anaIysis of the question-answer pairs.
All the same, a fair portion of the question-answering between adult and child is not subject to the
same sharp test that obtains for elementary mathematical questions.
The other route is to carry only so far the analysis of spontaneous speech and to turnto experimentation for the detailed verification of semantical concepts and theories. I t is my present view
that this step is essentiar, and we shall not be able
to collect the evidence topersuadetheskeptic
until comprehensive experiments that adequately
test the kind of semantica1 ideas I have discussed
today are performed.Suchexperimentationisnot
hopelessly complex and does seem feasible. There
isalreadya
useful tradition of experimentation
with three- and four-year-old children, especially
in the form of the creation of toy or puppet characters that talk and perform simple actions, and it
seems possible to build reasonablysharp tests of
comprehension into such situations. On the other
hand, designing adequately structured experiments
that elicit speech from two-year-olds to provide a
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clear test of theirunderlyingunderstanding
of
what they are saying is not a simple matter. It is
an area of methodology that badly needs development, and I call on those of you who are interested
for support and help.
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